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SELF SERVE CAR WASH
Prestige:                                          PRES                                                                              
Prestige is a low-pressure presoak and winter season power-foam brush product. Because of its non-caustic 
formulation and its ability to remove road film, it is ideal for this application. Prestige produces a creamy white 
foam with a pleasant blueberry fragrance.

Triumph:                                         TRI                                                                                
Triumph is a concentrated liquid tire/engine cleaner designed for use in self-serve car washes and automated 
wheel cleaner. Produces bright green foam with a clean pine fragrance.

Gemini Pink:                                   GEMP                                                                                                       
A concentrated, high-sudsing shampoo. This product was specifically formulated for foaming brush applications  
in self-serve car washes. Produces a thick pink soap.

Reprella:                                                 REP                                                                                                     
Reprella is a technologically advanced formula of specialized polymers. It is formulated to adhere to a vehicle’s 
finish, leaving a durable protective layer between the vehicle and the elements. Reprella covers your car’s glass, 
chrome and paint surfaces with a protective covering from damaging weather forces.

Cherry Wax:                                     CHE                                                                                           
A highly concentrated carnauba-fortified spray wax that provides an optimum in the level of beading and shine. 
The fast beading action and sweet cherry fragrance creates lasting customer appeal. Applications include self-
serve, full-serve, and automatic washes.

Prism:                                                PRI                                                                                         
A super concentrated foaming spray wax. Prism produces bright colored foam with excellent beading ability. Prism 
is available in blue, gold, pink, or white colored foam. This non-hydrocarbon formula is safe for reclaim systems.
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AUTOMATIC & TUNNEL CAR WASH
Low pH Presoak:                     LOWP                                                                                                 
Low pH Presoak is a highly concentrated detergent designed specifically for frictionless and semi-frictionless car 
wash systems. This detergent is formulated for a first spray arch application in a two-step process, a single arch,  
or a presoak wand application.

Conquest:                                  CON                                                                                                      
A high alkaline pH detergent designed for frictionless or semi-frictionless car wash systems. It is to be used as the 
second presoak application in a two-step process, or is an excellent single step low-pressure presoak. Our best-
selling premium presoak.                                                                                                                 

Maxi Bright:                               MAX                                                                                          
Maxi Bright is a highly concentrated, high foaming, low pH presoak. Formulated specifically for full service tunnels 
or in a brush automatic. The rich white lather provides great lubricity and safely cleans the dirtiest vehicle surface. 

Mean Green:                               MEA                                                                                                 
A high alkaline pH detergent designed for frictionless or semi-frictionless car wash systems. It is to be used in the 
first presoak application in a two-step process, or can be used as an excellent single step low-pressure presoak. 
Our most economical and popular presoak.

One Shot:                                    ONE                                                                                               
One Shot is a highly concentrated clear-coat protectant. Designed to rapidly remove water from all vehicle 
surfaces. Produces a dryer car in much quicker time. Fragranced with a sweet mulberry scent, sure to please  
both operators and customer.

Foam Frenzy:                             FOAM                                                                                      
Foam Frenzy is an economical, multi-colored, high foaming shampoo. Designed for triple foaming systems, arches, 
pods, and self-serve foaming brush applications. Available in blue, gold, pink, and white foams with a clean lemon 
fragrance. 
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CAR DETAIL PRODUCTS
Bug Remover:                        1036                                                                                                       
Bug Remover is a revolutionary product that will not only remove bugs but is also one of the most versatile all-
purpose cleaners in the car wash industry today. Formulated using the newest, most advanced technology in 
cleaning any washable surface. 

Cherry Foam:                          1033                                                                                                       
Cherry Foam is a high foaming exterior vehicle shampoo that is excellent for hand washing applications. Its rich 
long lasting foam cleans thoroughly and rinses quickly. Fragranced with a sweet cherry aroma. This product is  
one of our top quality products. 

Dyna Foam:                               DYN                                                                                                              
Dyna Foam is a high foaming exterior vehicle shampoo that is excellent for hand-washing applications. Its rich  
long lasting foam cleans thoroughly and rinses quickly. Fragranced with a pleasant sweet citrus aroma.

Enzyme Cleaner:                        ENZ                                                                                                        
Enzyme Cleaner can be used on most fabrics and is a great carpet cleaner. Enzyme cleaner is blended with special 
wetting agents and emulsifiers that break down protein stains and oils so that the enzymes can go to work. Cleans, 
deodorizes and removes organic stains all at the same time.

Fast Finish:                                   FAS                                                                                                                   
A fast drying, non-abrasive liquid wax fortified with durable, protective carnauba polymers for a rich, beautiful 
shine. Fast Finish is excellent for removing buffer swirls, light surface imperfections, tar, gum, and grease on new 
and cured painted surfaces.
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CAR DETAIL PRODUCTS
Final Protectant:                      FIN                                                                                                             
Final Protectant is excellent at removing fingerprints, buffing residue, dust, and greasy marks on the exterior 
surfaces of vehicles. A pleasant fragrance and the ease of just spraying and wiping make this product a dealers 
must.

Leather Conditioner:               LEAQ                                                                                                          
This product is a great leather conditioner that mildly cleans while restoring its much needed moisture and oils  
to the leather. The dry climate of the western US is not favorable to leathers so this product is a must.

Mag Wheel Brightener:            ALU                                                                                                         
This super concentrated Mag Wheel Brightener was formulated using a blend of wetting and rinsing agent along 
with an acid additive to clean and brighten tarnished aluminum wheels. Always pre wet the wheel and dilute 
product at 100:1 dilution. Never apply this product in direct sunlight or when the wheels are hotter than 70 F to 
the touch. 

Purple Metal Polish:                 ORIG                                                                                                                   
This is truly a no-rub metal polish. When you see just how easy it is to polish aluminum, chrome, brass, and even 
plastic you will be totally amazed. This product will polish and protect all metal surfaces without scratching.
 
Water Wax:                                    WAT                                                                                                                  
Water Wax is a super concentrated strawberry fragrance automotive wash and wax detergent. Water Wax’s thick 
rich foam makes it excellent for hand wash applications. Fortified with advanced polymers for your vehicle’s 
protective shine. 
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TIRE DRESSINGS
Mighty Bright:                                MIG                                                                                                  
This water based cherry fragranced product is a ready to use dressing that restores and leaves a satin gloss, but no 
oily residue to collect dust. Mighty Bright is easy to apply. This high gloss for a low cost is an ideal shop solution. 

Powerseal Concentrate:                POWC                                                                                               
Powerseal is a cherry scented water based interior and exterior rubber/vinyl dressing. This product is easy to apply 
with a pleasant odor and a satin finish. Powerseal is an economical concentrated version of Mighty Bright and 
dilutes 4:1 with water.

Liquid Luster:                                  LIQ                                                                                                
This solvent based product is excellent at restoring the original luster to all automotive vinyl, rubber and plastic. 
Liquid luster produces a high gloss that is weather resistant. Our longest lasting high gloss dressing.

Premium Clear:                              PREMC                                                                                
Premium clear is a high end high shine premium dressing. If you desire a shiny wet look on all of your automotive 
vinyl, rubber and plastic surfaces then Premium Clear is clearly the choice for you.
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TRUCK WASH PRODUCTS
Aluminum Bright Concentrate:           1004                                                                                 
This product was designed to be safer for the user and much more forgiving when applied on hot aluminum 
surfaces. One drum of this concentrated product makes 2 drums of aluminum bright that dilutes 50:1. Do NOT 
use on high gloss aluminum.

Command:                                             1034                                                                                
This powdered truck soap is formulated with wetting agents, surfactants, rinsing agents, and emulsifiers that will 
clean the dirtiest vehicles surfaces safely and will not leave road film or residue after rinsing.
            
Concrete Truck Wash:                         1007                                                                           
Formulated with a SAFE acid that has been buffered against harming proteins such as your skin but will still clean 
the heavy concrete build-up without damaging your trucks paint or chrome. Low odor and no harmful vapor, this 
product works on contact to help lower your labor costs. 

Mad Dog:                                               1007-F                                                                                
This FOAMING concrete truck cleaner is blended using surfactants and a SAFE acid that has been buffered as not 
to harm proteins such as your skin. This special product has a foaming agent additive. Mad Dog is effective as a 
foaming or non-foaming cleaner.

Mad Dog Plus:                                      1007-PF                                                                               
This is our newest FOAMING concrete truck wash product that has a pleasant cream-sicle fragrance. Mad Dog 
Plus can be used as a foaming or non-foaming product. This product is much safer for the user than the old acid 
type products but still has a buffered acid that will handle the tough jobs. Works on contact to lower overhead 
expenses.

Magnum:                                                1031                                                                                    
There is not much that this citrus based truck soap can’t clean. Developed in the oilfields to remove frac oil, 
wireline, and magnesium chloride from vehicle surfaces without harming paint or chrome. Magnum will do it  
all safely and will rinse leaving no residue behind.

Tire & Motor Cleaner:                2881                                                                                
Tire & Motor Cleaner is a specially formulated alkaline degreaser designed to cut through thick layers of hardened 
grease, oil, sludge, grime, dirt, tar and other soil accumulations. When used as a pre spray on dirty motors and 
tires there is not much that this product won’t clean.

Truck-N-Trailer:                           1001                                                                                                         
A proven truck wash soap for many years this product can be used for a one step soap or the neutralizer soap for  
a two-step wash. Special wetting and rinsing agents are used to make this a great all-purpose truck wash soap.

Ultra Duty Concentrate:              1003                                                                                             
Highly concentrated formula to help save on shipping and packaging costs, this product was developed to remove 
the toughest challenges in the oilfield and mining industries. Ultra Duty will safely remove frac and wireline oils 
from all vehicle surfaces. 
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